(taken from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/) Serial analysis of gene expression, or SAGE, is a technique designed to take advantage of highthroughput sequencing technology to obtain a quantitative profile of cellular gene expression. Essentially, the SAGE technique measures not the expression level of a gene, but quantifies a "tag" which represents the transcription product of a gene. A tag, for the purposes of SAGE, is a nucleotide sequence of a defined length, directly 3'-adjacent to the 3'-most restriction site for a particular restriction enzyme. As originally described [1] , the length of the tag was nine bases, and the restriction enzyme NlaIII. Current SAGE protocols produce a ten to eleven base tag [2] , and, although NlaIII remains the most widely used restriction enzyme, enzyme substitutions are possible. The data product of the SAGE technique is a list of tags, with their corresponding count values, and thus is a digital representation of cellular gene expression.
per base error rate. Following the reasoning in the paragraph above, this means a 10% chance that a 10 base tag will include one or more errors. Considering that tag to gene assignments are based upon the sequence from these tags, it stands to reason that roughly 10% of the assignments that are extracted from these sequences will be incorrect. This compounds the "naturally" unspecific and ambiguous tag to gene assignments which are already expected without considering sequencing error.
The naturally unspecific and ambiguous tag to gene assignments can be measured by extracting SAGE tags from the 17,000 or so, nearly error-less, well-characterized cDNA/mRNA sequences in GenBank, and matching those tags to some set of defined gene-units. As noted above, since the transcriptome of Homo sapiens have not yet been sequenced or characterized, an artificial method for defining gene-units must be chosen. This may be as simple as taking the title of the GenBank sequence entry, or as complicated as using a set of gene contigs, or using gene-based sequence clusters, such as the UniGene gene set [6] . Tags extracted from these nearly error-less sequences give an idea of baseline specificity and ambiguity before sequences with higher sequencing error rates are considered.
A heuristic approach has been used to select only 3' EST sequences (using sequence submission label, and polyadenylation signal and tail) before extracting tags and making tag to gene assignments. Using the estimation of the percentage of tags due to error (i.e., 10%), a "correction" of these EST-based tag to gene assignments can be made by removing 10% of the most rarely occurring tags for a particular gene as well as 10% of the most rarely occurring genes for a particular tag. This correction has been performed on a rank-ordering of tag-gene pairings [7] , and gene-tag pairings [8] . Once this correction is made, combining the tag to gene assignments of the well-characterized sequences with those of the corrected EST sequences gives us as much reliable information as possible, while greatly reducing the effect of erroneous tag to gene, and gene to tag, assignments [9] . However, an obvious drawback to this approach is that there is no method to tell the difference between tag to gene assignments due to sequencing error, and rare, naturally occurring assignments, which could occur through rare alternate splicing events or polymorphisms, and these would both be removed.
Two tag to gene assignment lists, a.k.a. tag-gene mappings, based upon all human transcript-source sequences in GenBank and the UniGene gene clustering algorithm, have been constructed and are publicly available from this website, in both downloadable and interactive versions. These assignments consist of a reliable mapping and a full mapping. The reliable mapping includes the correction for EST sequencing error; the full mapping does not. In addition, this website provides public access to NCI's Cancer Genetic Anatomy Project (CGAP) SAGE data from human colon and brain tissues, and a statistical test for differential analysis between data sets (or libraries).
Gene expression technologies allow us to confront large amounts of data from which we endeavor to glimpse the inner workings of the cell (transcriptome analyses), or differentiate one type of cell from another (differential expression analyses). Obtaining this data is a difficult task unto itself, but, however it is done, collection of the data is only half the fun. Information must be forcefully extracted from the data -the cacophony quieted -through assumption, knowledge, intuition and fortune. As is true for all analyses, the pump must be primed before information can flow.
Notes and References:
one million total tags sequenced, it might be necessary to exclude tags with counts of less than 2, 3 or more.
5. A possible approach is to calculate, and make use of, the expected number (or percentage) of nearest neighbors (i.e., one base substitution, insertion or deletion) with a count of one, two, etc., given the number of total tags sequenced, and the actual tags in the data set.
6. For more information and data about the UniGene project, see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene.
7. The tag to gene rank-ordering is a calculated value consisting of the number of sequences containing a particular tag falling into a particular gene group divided by the total number of sequences containing that tag.
8. The gene to tag rank-ordering is a calculated value consisting of the number of sequences falling into a particular gene group containing a particular tag divided by the total number of sequences falling into that gene group.
